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1. Introduction 

In this note, we prove that certain conditions concerning finite differ

ences of functions of two variables, imply that the functions are additively 

separable. If the functions are twice continuously differentiable, the result 

follows immediately from well-known facts about such functions. The purpose 

of the note, therefore, is to generalize the result to functions which do not 

satisfy this differentiability condition. 

The result is useful in the study of strategy-proof or incentive

compatible decision procedures. But it is a purely mathematical result and makes 

no reference to specific features of the situations to which it is applied. 

This suggests that it can have applications in other areas and that it possibly 

may have been stated and proved elsewhere in the literature. I am, however. 

aware of no earlier statement or proof. 

The proof below uses some well-known results from real analysis. Specific 

references are not made; any textbook on the subject contains the necessary 

theory. 

vlhen f is a functi on of two vari ab1es, we defi ne: 

f
~1{xl'X2;Y) = f{x2,y) - f(xl,y) 

f
~2(x;Yl 'Y2) = f{x'Y2) - f(x,y,) 

f f) f~12(xl,X2;Yl'Y2) = ~1(x"X2;Y2 - ~1(xl,X2;Yl) 

f f 
= ~2{x2;Yl'Y2) - ~2(xl;Yl'Y2) 

= f{x2'Y2) - f(x2'Yl) - f(xl'Y2) + f(x l 'Yl) . 
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The definition shows that nf2 is symmetrical in the two variable, therefore, 

it could also' have been denoted n~l' The function nf2 is additive in x 

in the sense that 

f f f 
n12 (xl ,X3;Yl'Y2) = n12 (xl ,x2;Yl'Y2) + n12(x2~x3;Yl'Y2) 

Similarly, nf2 is additive in y. 

2. The Resul t 

Proposition: Let X and Y be non-degenerate, finite, closed 

intervals on the real line. That is, X = [~,x] and Y= [~,y] for 

real numbers ~, X, ~ and y with ~ < xand ~ < y. Let $ and ~ be 

non-decreasing, continuously differentiable functions of one 

variable; $ is defined on X and ~ on Y. (At the end points of X 

and Y, one-sided derivatives must exist and satisfy the continuity 

assumption.) Assume that $(x) 1 ~(y) for all x E X, Y E Y. 

Let g and h be functions of two variables, defined on X x Y. 

Suppose th~t g(x,y) and h(x,y) are non-decreasing in each variable. 

Finally, assume that (1) and (2) hold: 

For all xl ,x2 E X with xl ~ x2 and all y E Y, there 

(l)} exists an Xl such that xl < Xl ~ x2 and 

n~(xi,x2;Y) = $(xl)n~(xl,x2;Y) 

For all x E X and all Yl'Y2 E Ywith Yl ~Y2' there 

(2) J exists a y' such that y, ~ y' ~ Y2 and 

n~(x;Yl'Y2) = ~(Y')n~(x;Yl'Y2)' 

, "','. 
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Then 9 and hare additively separable. That is, there exist 

functions gl and hl defined on Xand g2 and h2 defined on Y such 

that 

g(x,y) = gl(x) + g2(y) 


and 


h(x,y) = hl(x) + h2(y), 


for all x £ X, Y £ Y. 

Note that we have not assumed that 9 and h are continuous. Since mono

tonicity is assumed, all one-sided limits will exist. We need not assume that 

~(x) and ~(y) are non-negative; if 9 is strictly increasing this will, however, 

follow from (1) and (2). Equations similar to (1) and (2) for the cases 

x, ~ x2 and Yl ~Y2 follow from (1) and (2), since interchanging xl and x2 
(Yl and Y2) simply changes the sign of ~f and ~~ (~~ and ~~). 

Let us now prove that the Proposition is true if 9 and h are twice con

tinuously differentiable. (In fact, we need only assume differentiability for 

g; then it will follow that h is also differentiable.) From (l),we get 

~~(Xl'X2;Y) ~g(= ~(Xl) 1 xl ,x2;y) 
- x, - xlx2 x2 

For any x, let x, = x and let x2 tend to x from above. Then Xl will also tend 

to x. Since we know that the derivatives of 9 and h exist, we get 

h,(x,y) = ~(x)g,(x,y) , 

where g, and h, denote derivatives with respect to the first variable • 

,.,,,,-.., 
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Differentiating this expression with respect to y gives 

h12(x,y) = ¢(x)g12(x,y) . 

From (2), we can similarly conclude 

h2l (x,y) = ~(y)g12(x,y) . 

Since ¢(x) 1 ~(y) and since the cross derivatives are equal for the twice 

continuously differentiable functions 9 and h, this implies g12(x,y) = h12 (x,y) 

= O. Hence 9 and h must be additively separable. 

Let (xo,yO) be an arbitrary but fixed reference point. Then the defini

tion of n~2 gives, for any x and y 

g(x,y) = g(x,yO) + g(xo'y) - g(xo'YO) + n~2(xO'X;Yo'Y) 

If n~2 is identically equal to 0, we can conclude that 9 is additively separable. 


For example, we can define gl(x) = g(x,yO) and g2{y) =g(xo'y) - g(xo'YO)' 


Hence we want to prove ni2 = n~2 = O. 


A possible strategy might be to use (1) to prove 

(3) n~2(xl,X2;Yl'Y2) = ¢(x l)nj2(xl ,X2;Yl'Y2) , 

for some Xl with xl ~ Xl ~ x2' while (2) would be used to prove a similar for

mula with ~(yl) instead of ¢(x'). Since ¢(Xl) 1 ~(yl), the result would then 

follow. But (3) does not, in general, follow from (1). In fact, (3) is not 

always true. To see what the problem is, consider the two equations obtained 

by setting y =Yl and y =Y2 in (1). Subtracting the former from the latter 

gives (we omit some of the arguments to simplify notation): 

... , ;:" ~....""" .~" ......!~,.', ,.. •. 
,.' 
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11~2 = <l>(x") l1i(xl ,X2;Y2) - <l>(x ' )l1j(Xl ,X2;Yl) 

= <l>(X") l1f2 + (<l>(X") - <l>(X'»l1j(Xl ,X2;Yl) , 

where x' and x" lie between xl and x2• If XII is close to x2 and Xl is close 

to xl' a possibility which cannot be ruled out, the right-hand side of this 

expression may be greater than <I>(x2)l1i2 and (3) may be wrong. 

We shall eventually prove that (3) holds when g is continuous and 

l1i2(xl,X2;Yl'Y2) is "almost monotone" in x2; see Lemma 3 in Section 5 below. 

Then the Proposition can be proved. Before reaching that stage, we consider 

what is essentially a one-dimensional version of the Proposition; see Section 3. 

Both in that section and in the subsequent discussion of the two-dimensional 

case, we first consider the points at which the functions g and hare dis

continuous. 

Since <I> is a continuous function defined on the compact interval X, its 

range <l>(X) is a compact interval. Similarly, 1/I(Y) is a compact interval. We 

have assumed that <I>(x) F1/I(y).for all x € X and y € Y; hence these intervals 

do not overlap. Therefore, <l>(X) lies either entirely above or entirely below 

1/I(Y). The two cases can be treated similarly; without loss of generality we 

assume the former. Let dl = inf <l>(x) - sup 1/I(y). Then dl > 0, and 
X€X y€Y 

<I>(x) ~ 1/I(Y) + dl for all x € X and y € Y. The derivatives <1>1 and 1/1' are contin

uous and defined on compact sets; hence they are bounded. We can find a posi

tive number d2 such that 1<I>'(x)1 ~ d2 and 11/1 1 (y)1 ~ d2 for all x € X and y € Y. 

.'. 
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3. The One-dimensional Case 

In this section, the symbols u, ul ' v etc. will denote non-decreasing 

functions of one variable, defined on X. One might think of u as being the 

function obtained by keeping y fixed and varying x in g(x,y), while v is 

derived from h in the same way. When f is a function of one variable, we 

define 

f )_~ (xl ,x2 - f(x2) - f(xl ) 

Let Xand ~ be as in the Proposition, let u and v be non-decreasing 

functions on X, and assume that the following equivalent of (1) holds: 

For all xl ,x2 E Xwith Xl ~ x2' there exists an Xl such that 

(4) ~ Xl ~ x I ~ x2 and 

~V(xl,X2) = ~(x,)~u(xl,x2) 

The function u is monotone; hence lim u{z) exists for all x E (x,x]
z+x- 

and lim+ u{z) exists for all x E [~,x). Now we consider the points of discon
z+x 

tinuity of u. We count left and right discontinuities separately; that is, 

if lim u{z) < u{x) < lim+ u{z), then u has two discontinuities at x. Since 
z+x z+x 

u is monotone, it has at most a countable number of discontinuities. Let an 

enumeration of the discontinuities be given. Suppose that the first item in 

the enumeration is a left discontinuity of size a at x. That is, assume 

lim ~u{z,x) = a 
z+x 

, }"".-.
i. 
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where a > O. Let = x in (4), and let xl tend to x from below. Then Xlx2 
tends to x, and we get 

lim_ aV(z,x) = a~(x} . 
z+x 

We want to eliminate the left discontinuity at x. To that end, we define 

functions ul and vl by 

u(z) 	 for x < z < x 
= ,(5 ) ul(z) 

l u(z) - a for x < z < X 

( 
v(z) for x < z < x 

(6) 	 vl(z) = 

v(z) - a~(x) for x < z < x. 

Then ul and are non-decreasing, and they are continuous to the leftvl 
at x. We shall show that (4) holds if ul and vl are substituted for u and v. 

u v 
If x2 < x or xl ~ x, this is obvious since a 1 = aU and ~ 1 = AVo Then assume 

xl < x ~ x2• From (4), we get 

(I) aV(xl,z) = ~(xl)au(xl'z) 

for all z with xl < z < x, and 

(8) 	 aV(x,x2) = ~(xll)au(x,x2) , 

where Xl and x" are appropriately chosen numbers, satisfying xl ~ Xl ~ z and 

x ~ x" ~ x2• Let z ; n (7) take on a sequence of values convergi ng to x from 

below. Then Xl will vary inside the compact set [x"x]. Hence a sub-sequence 

• .. , __ ;OOV"' ••.' . • ".r 
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can be chosen for 	which Xl converges. This implies that we have 

(9 ) 	 'im_ t.v(xl,z) = tP(x l ) lim_ t.u(xl,z) , 
z+x z+x 

for some Xl with x, < Xl < x. The definition of u1 gives 

(10) 	 t.ul (xl ,x
) = lim t. 

u{x1,z) + t.u(x,x2)2 z+x 

and a 	similar formula holds for v and v" Adding (8) and (9), we get 

v _
lt. 	 (xl ,x2) - tP(x l ) lim_ t.u(xl,z) + tP(X")t.u(x,x2) 

z+x 

u 
The right-hand side of this expression lies between tP{x')t. 1(xl ,x2) and 

u 
tP(xll)t. 1 (xl ,x2), because both terms in the right-hand side of (10) are non

negative. By continuity of tP, there must then exist an Xlii such that 

Xl < Xlii < x" and 

v 	 u 
t. 1(x	 ,x2) = tP(xm)t. 1(xl ,x2)

1

which 	 gives the desired conclusion, namely that (4) holds for ul and v
l 

. 

The functions ul and are non-decreasing. Except for the left disvl 
continuity at x, they have the same discontinuities as u and v, respectively. 

Next we find the second item in the given ordering of the discontinuities of 

u. Then we construct functions u2 and v2 from ul and vl by eliminating that 

discontinuity, in the same way as ul and were constructed from u and v.vl 
(The construction is a little different if we are dealing with a right dis

continuity, but the modifications are easily made.) We go on constructing 

'I,~ 	 . ,. , . 
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u3 and v3' u4 and v4' etc. If u has infinitely many discontinuities, this 

gives two infinite sequences of functions. If there are n discontinuities, 

we let ui = un and vi = vn for all i > n, and again we have two infinite 

sequences. For any positive integer i, we can now prove the following: 

(i) ui and vi are non-decreasing; 

(ii) ui(~) = u(~) and vi{~) = v(~); 

(iii) equation (4) holds if ui and vi are substituted for u and v. 

For any x £ X, u.{x) and v.(x) are non-increasing sequences in i. By
1 1 

(i) and (ii), the sequences are bounded from below by u{~) and v{x), respec

tively, Hence they converge, and we define 

uo(x) = lim u.{x) 
;-)000 1 

= lim v.(x) vo(x) • 11-)000 

It is clear that (i) and (ii) hold for i = O. Concerning (iii), as ; 

increases, the number x' in (4) will vary. But since x' always belongs to the 

compact set [xl,x2]' we can find an infinite increasing sequence of numbers i 

such that the corresponding numbers x' will converge. Then it follows that 

(iii) is true for i = O. Finally, it is not difficult to prove that Uo is 

continuous. 

We are now able to prove that for'a given u, there is essentially only 

one function v which satisfies (4). 

Lemma 1: Let u, v and v* be non-decreasing functions defined 

on X, assume that (4) holds for u and v, and assume that (4) also 

holds if v* is substituted for v. Then there exists a number a such 

that 

,. 
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v*(x) = v(x) + a for all x £ X. 

Proof: Let u, v and v* sati sfy the premi se of the 1emma, and defi ne 

a = v*(~) - v(~). If the conclusion does not hold, there exists an x with 

x < x < i and v*(x) - v(x) ~ a. Let b =v*(x) - v(x) - a. There is no loss 

of generality in assuming b > O. We construct the sequences of functions 

ul ,u2, .•. and vl ,v2' ... as described above. Simultaneously, we construct 

* *functions vl ,v2' ..• by making modifications on v* similar to the ones made 

on v according to (6). Finally, we define the limit functions uO' Vo and 

*YO' By the argument above, these functions satisfy the premise of the lemma. 

*From (6) and the definitions of a and b, we get vO(~) - vO(~) = a and 

* vO(x) - vO(x) - a = b. Moreover, uo is continuous. 

This proves that if a counterexample to the lemma exists, there exists 

one in which u is continuous. Hence we can assume that u is continuous in 

the first place. Then u is uniformly continuous on the compact set X, and 

there exists a number 0 such that z,z' £ Xand Iz-z' I ~ ° imply 

lu(z) - u(zl)1 ~ ~~ (~_v,. If one positive number ° satisfies this, a 

x - x 
smaller one will also do; hence we can assume that 0 = n for some integer n. 

Let x. = x + io, for i = O, ••. ,n. By the choice of 0,0 < 6u(x. 1 ,x,,) <, - ,- 

b If Xl and x" both lie between - l and xi' the2d2{x-~) , for i = l, .• .,n. xi 

definition of d2 gives I$(x") - $(xl)1 ~ d2Ix"-x'l ~ d20. Hence 

1$(X")6U(Xi _l ,xi ) - $(X')6u(xi _l,xi )1 ~ :n' The assumptions of the lemma 

then imply that the difference between 6v(x i _l ,xi) and 6v*(xi _l ,x;) is at 
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n 
most 2b . Moreover, 6v(x,x) = L 6v(x. l'x.), and similarly for v*. Hence n -. 1 1- 1

1= 

6v(~,x) and 6v*(~,X) can differ by at most~. But 6v*(~,X) - 6v(~,X) = 

v*(x) - v*(~) - v(x) + v(~) = b. This contradiction completes the proof of 

Lemma 1. II 

The next lemma essentially proves the Proposition when $ is a constant 

function. 

Lemma 2: Let u, u*, v and v* be non-decreasing functions 


defined on X, assume that (4) holds for u and v, and assume that 


(4) also holds if u* and v* are substituted for u and v. Let the 

number $0 satisfy $0 = $(Y) for some y E Y, and assume 

(11 ) v*(x) - v(x) = $O(u*(x) - u(x)) for all x IS X. 

Then there exists a number a such that 

u*(x) = u(x) + a for all x E: X. 

Proof: First we shall prove that the discontinuities of u and u* are 

at the same places and of the same size. We consider the (possible) left 

discontinuity at x for some x IS (~,x]; the treatment of right discontinuities 

is similar. To simplify notation, define u (x) = lim u(z), and similarly 
z+x 

for the functions u*, v and v*. Let x2 = x in (4) and let xl tend to x from 

below. Then x' will converge to x, and we get 

v(x) - v_(x) = $(x)(u(x) - u_(x)) . 

, ~.. .~ ...... ".' . 
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A similar formula holds for u* and v*, and subtracting the former equation 

from the latter gives 

(12) * *v*(x) - v (x) - v(x) + v (x) = ¢(x)(u*(x) - u (x) - u(x) + u (x)). 

On the other hand, by applying (11) to z where z < x and letting z converge 

to x, we get 

* *vJx) vJx) = ~O(u_(x) - u_(x)) 

which, together with (11), gives 

* *(13 ) v*(x) - v_(x) - v(x) + v_(x) = ~O(u*(x) - u (x) - u(x) + u (x)) 

Since ~O = ~(y) r ¢(x), this ;s only possible if the last term in the right

hand side of (12) and (13) is O. Hence we get 

*u*(x) - u (x) = u(x) - u_(x) 

which proves that u and u* have equal left discontinuities at x. 

The next step is to enumerate the discontinuities of u, and construct 

* * ul and by (5) and (6). Simultaneously, we construct functions ul andvl vl 
from u* and v*, in the same way and by eliminating the same discontinuity. 

We go on constructing ui ' vi' u* i and vi* for i = 2,3, ..• , at each stage con

sidering the same discontinuity of u and u*. Finally, we construct the limit 

functions uO' vO' u* and vo. * Since u and u* have equal sets of discontinuities,o 
* *which we have eliminated in the same order, ui(x) - ui(x) = u (x) - u(x) for 

all x £ X and all i = 0,1, .•• ,. A similar statements holds for the v
* * * functions. Hence, u ' u ' Vo and Vo satisfy (11). Moreover, Uo and Uo o o 

"1 ~.r ~ 'l " .. ~ '< -.,. 

~:~ . " 
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satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2 if and only if u and u* do. The rest of 

the premise is preserved when uo is substituted for u, etc., by earlier 

arguments. Earlier arguments also imply that Uo is continuous. 

This shows that if a counterexample to Lemma 2 exists, we can construct 

one in which u is continuous, and there is no loss of generality in assuming 

continuity of u from the beginning. Define a = u*(~) - u(~). If the lemma 

does not hold, we can find x E (~,x] and b 1 0 such that u*(x) = u(x) + a + b. 

Assume b > 0; the case b < 0 is similar. Since u is uniformly continuous, 

there exists 6 > 0 such that z,z' E X and Iz-z' I < 0 imply lu(z) - u(zl)1 ~ 

bd, 
Choose 0 such that x - x = no for some integer n, and define2d2(x-~) . 


xi = x + i6 for i = O, ... ,n. Define 


c· = u*(x.) - u(x.) - u*(x. 1) + u(x. ,)
1 1 1 1- 1

and 

= v*(xi ) - v(xi ) - v*(xi_l) + v(xi_l) ,Ci 

for i = l, ••• ,n. Then 

n
L ci = u*(x) - u(x) - u*(~) + u(~) = b , 

i=l 

and there must exist an i for which c ' >~. Fix such an i. By applying ('1)
1 -n 

with x = xi and with x = xi - l and subtracting, we get 

c·1 = tVo c·1 

For any XII E: X, </>(x") - tVo .:::. dl " Since ci .:::. ~ > 0, this implies 

,-;t. , 
! ••• ' 
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bdl-(14 ) c. < (<p(x") - d )c. < <p(x")c.
1 1 1 - 1 n 

On the other hand, (4) and the corresponding equation for u* and v* 

can be used to prove the existence of Xl, x" £ [xi_l,xi ] such that 

= <P(x,,)~u*(xi_l,xi) - <P(x,)~u(xi_l,xi)Ci 
(15 ) 

= <p(x")c. + (<p(x") - <p(XI))~U(X. l'x.) • 
1 1- 1 

bd 
Since I<p(x") - <p(xl)1 ~d2Ix"-x'l ~ d26 and 0 ~ ~u(xi_l,xi) ~ 2d (!-x) , 

2 
bd 

the last term in (15) has absolute value at most 2;' But then (14) and 

(15) provide a contradiction, and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. I I 

Let us justify the claim that Lemma 2 proves the Proposition when the 

function 1/J is consta'nt. Fix y, and Y2' and define u and u* by u(x) = g(x'Yl) 

and u*(x) = g(x'Y2) for all x £ X. Define v and v* from h in the same way. 

Now (1) implies both equation (4) and the corresponding formula for u* and 

v*. Let 1/JO be the constant value of 1/J; then (2) implies (11). The conclu

sion of Lemma 2 gives ~~2(xl,X2;Y"Y2) = 0 for all Xl and x2' from which 

additive separability of g follows. Lemma 1 then implies that h is additively 

separable; see the end of Section 6 below. 

4. Eliminating Discontinuities in Two Dimensions 

Returning to the general two-dimensional case, we are now able to 

eliminate all discontinuities of the function 9 without affecting its satis

fying the premise or conclusion of the Proposition. 

. .. .,."'\','1 
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Let g and h satisfy the premise of the Proposition. For any y E V, 

consider g(x,y) as a function of x, and look at its discontinuities. We 

shall prove that both the location and the size of these discontinuities 

are independent of the chosen y. Fix x > ~ and define, for y E V, 

u*(y} = 	g(x,y} 

v*{y) = 	h(x,y} 

u(y) = 	1im g( z,y) 

z+x 


v(y) = 	 lim h(z ,y) • 

z+x 


Choose 	 = x and let xl tend to x from below. Then (1) gi vesx2 

(16 ) 	 v*(y) - v(y) = <t>(x}(u*(y) - u(y» for all y E V • 

For any Yl'Y2 E V with Yl < Y2 and any z < x, (2) gives 

~~(z;Yl'Y2) = ~(Y'}~~(z;Yl'Y2) 

for some yl E [Yl'Y2J• It is possible to let z converge to x from below in 

such a way that y' converges. (If necessary, we choose a sub-sequence of 

the original converging sequence of z-values.) This gives 

(17) 	 ~v(Yl'Y2) = ~(y,)~u(Yl'Y2) , 

for some y' E [Yl'Y2J. A formula similar to (17) with u* and v* substituted 

for u and v follows directly from (2). Since x is a fixed number, <t>(x} is 

fixed. Now we have established the premise of Lemma 2, but with the roles 

of x and y interchanged; (17) corresponds to (4) and (16) corresponds to (11). 
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Clearly, Lemma 2 holds even if x and yare interchanged; we could have 

reversed the roles of the variables in the proof above. Hence there exists 

a number a such that 

u*(y) = u(y) + a for all y E Y • 

This is exactly what we wanted to prove. If a = 0, g is, for any y, contin

uous to the left at x. If a > 0, g has a left discontinuity at x of size a 

for any y. (Since g is non-decreasing in the first variable, a < 0 is 

impossible.) 

Discontinuities to the right can be treated in exactly the same way. 

Now we enumerate the discontinuities of g(x,y) viewed as a function of x, 

where y E Y is arbitrary. We construct functions gl' hl , g2' h2' etc., in 

the same way as ul ' vl ' etc., were constructed in Section 3. That is, if the 

first item in the ordering of the discontinuities is a left discontinuity of 

h(z,y) for x < z < x 

hl (z,y) = 

h ( z ,y) - a<p (x) for x < z < x 

Then we define gO(x,y) and hO(x,y) as the limits of the sequences 

9i(x,y) and hi(x,y); the limits exist since the sequences are non-increasing 

and bounded from below by g(~,~) and h(~,~). The arguments of Section 3 

show that (1) holds if go and hO are substituted for g and h, that go and hO 
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are non-decreasing in x for each y, and that go 	 is continuous in x. It is 
go hO h

clear from the construction of gi and hi that ~2 = ~~ and ~2 = ~2' Hence 

(2) holds for 	go and hO' and these functions are non-decreasing in y for 

go _ g
each x. Moreover, ~12 - ~12' 

The argument above can now be applied to go and hO' with x and y inter

changed. By using Lemma 2, we can prove that the discontinuities of gO(x,y), 

viewed as a function of y, are the same for all x. Then we eliminate these 

discontinuities. Let 9 and n be the resulting functions. They will be non

de~reasing in both variables, they will satisfy (1) and (2), and we have 
- g

~i2 = ~l~ = ~?2' Moreover, 9 is continuous in y. The construction of 9 from 

go cannot destroy the property of being continuous in x. Hence 9 is continuous 
, 

in both variables. Since 9 is also monotone in both variables, this implies 

that 9 is continuous as a function of two variables. 

5. Continuous and 	 IIAlmost Monotone" b.~2 

As was noted in Section 2, the Proposition is proved if we can establish 

equations (3) and a similar statement with ~ substituted for ¢. Lemma 3 

proves this in a special case, namely the case where g is continuous and 

~i2(Xl,X;Yl 'Y2) is almost monotone in x, in a sense to be made precise by 

equation (18) below. This turns out to be sufficient to prove the Proposition. 

Lemma 3: Let g and h satisfy the premise of the Proposition 


and assume that g is continuous. Let numbers xl ,x2 £ X and Yl 'Y2 £ Y 


with xl ~ x2 and Yl 	 ~Y2 be given, and assume 

\., . 
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(18) 0 ~ ~i2(X1,X;Yl'Y2) ~ ~f2(Xl,X2;Y1 'Y2) for all x € [xl ,x2] . 

Then there exists an Xl € [x1,x2] such that 

(19) ~~2(X1 ,X2;Yl 'Y2) = ~(X')~f2(X1,X2;Yl'Y2) . 

Proof: If ~~2 lies between ~(xl)~~2 and ~(x2)~i2' the result follows by 

continuity of~. Assume that ~~2 > ~(x2)~f2 and define a = ~~2 - ~(x2)~f2; 

the case ~~2 < ~(x1)~i2 is treated similarly. 

Let zO,z" ••. ,zn and zl, .. "zn be sequences of numbers satisfying 

Zo = xl' zn =x2' and z;_l ~ zi ~ z; for i = l, .•• ,n. Then we shall prove 

that 

n I g g
(20) .I ~(zi)~12(zi-l,zi;Yl'Y2) ~ ~(x2}~12(xl,X2;Yl'Y2)

1=1 

To simplify notation, let~; = ~f2(z;_1,zi;xl ,x2)· If ~i-l and ~i have 
I I 

the same sign, we can conclude that ~(z;-l)~i-l + ~(zi)~i lies 
I I 

between ~(zi-l)(~i-l + ~i) and ~(zi)(~i_l + ~i). Continuity of ~ then implies 
II I II 

the existence of z. such that z. 1 < z. < z. and
1 1- - , - 1 

I I II 

~ ( z. 1)~ . 1 + ~ (z . ) ~1' = ~ (z . )( ~ . 1 + ~.)
1- 1- 1 1 1- 1 

II g 
= ~(z;)~12(zi-2'Zi;Yl'Y2) 
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II 

Hence we can eliminate z,' 1 and z. 1 and substitute z. for z., witho~t 
- 1- 1 1 

changing the left-hand side of (20). By repeating this argument, we even

tually reach a situation where the terms ~1'~2"" alternate in sign, and 

there is no loss of generality in assuming that this is the case.from the 

beginning. (To be precise, the logic of the argument is the following: 

If there exists a case in which (20) fails, then there exists an example in 

which (20) fails and ~l '~2"" alternate in sign. Hence it is sufficient to 

prove (20) for the latter type of cases.) We can also assume that n is even; 

if n is originally odd, we can add a zn+l = zn' and neither side of (20) 

changes. For any integer rn with 1 .s. m.s. n, (18) gives 

m 
(21) .L ~i = ~i2(xl,Zm;Yl'Y2} ~ 0,=1 

In particular, ~l ~ 0; hence ~i ~ 0 for i odd and ~i ~ 0 for i even. Now we 

shall make a series of changes in the left-hand side of (20), each time 

increasing its value or at least not decreasing it. We will end up with 

something which is less than or equal to the right-hand side. Then (20) is 

proved. 
I I 

For i odd, replace the term ~(zi)~i by ~(zi}~i; since ~(zi) ~~(zi) and 
I 

~. > 0, this cannot reduce the sum. For i even, replace ~(Z')~1' by ~(z. 1}~1';
1 - 1 1

I 

here the sum moves in the right direction because ~(z.) >
1 -

~(z. l)
1

and~. < O.
1 

The first two terms are now equal to 

~(zl )(~l + ~2) . 

We replace ~(zl) by ~(z3); since ~l + ~2 ~ 0 by (21), this represents a 

change in the right direction. Now the four first terms are equal to 

,. , , 
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4 
<P{z3)) lli 

, =1 

The sum ;s non-negative by (21) and we can replace <P(z3) by <P(z5)' After 

having repeated this step f - 1 times, the entire expression has become 

n 

<P(zn-l)i~llli = <P(zn_l)llf2(xl ,X2;Yl'Y2} 

This is less than or equal to the right-hand side of (20). This completes 

the proof of that equation. 

Note that only the first inequality in (18) has been explicitly used 

so far. But if we had started by assuming ll~2 < <p(X l )llf2' we would have 

needed a version of (20) with the inequality reversed and <p(x l ) substituted 

for <p(x ). In order to prove that formula, the second half of (18) must be2

used. 

Now we choose 0 > 0 such that z,z' £ X and Iz-z'l < 0 imply 

t'g(z'Yl) - g{z' 'Yl} I < - '2(X;-X )' and such that x2 - xl = no for a posi
l 

tive integer n. This;s possible by (uniform) continuity of g. Define 
I It 

zi = xl + io. For any i, (l) implies the existence of z.,z. £ [z. l'Z,'], 1 1

such that 

_ 11 g • g .ll~2(Zi_l'Z; ;Yl'Y2) - <P{zi )lll (z;_l ,zi'Y2) - <p{z; 
I 

)lll (zi_' ,zi'Y') 

_ "g . II 9 •I 

- <P(zi)ll12(zi_l,zi'Yl'Y2) + (<p(z;) - <P(zi))lll{zi_l,Zi'Yl) 

It I a 
< <P(Z~)lll2(z;_1'Z;;Yl'Y2) + d2lz; zil ~2d~2-r(x=-2---X--l-r) 

II a 
< <P(zi)llf2(zi_l,Z;;Yl'Y2) + 2n' 

" 
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II 	 I 

(We use the definition of d2 and the fact that Iz. - z. I < z,' - z. 1 = 0.)
1 	 1 - 1

Summing these equations for i = l, ... ,n, and using (20), we get 

h 	 n h 
~12(xl,x2;Yl'Y2) = .I ~12(zi-l'Zi;Yl'Y2)

1 =1 

n II g a 
< I (<P(z')~12(z'_1 ,zi;Yl'Y2) + 2n) 

. 1 ,,= ' 

~ <P(x2)~~2(xl,X2;Yl'Y2) + ~. 

This contradicts the definition of a and completes the proof of Lemma 3. I I 

The lemma remains true, and the proof is similar, if ~~2(xl,X2;Yl'Y2) 

is non-positive, and the assumption (18) is replaced by 

o ~ 	~~2(xl,X;Yl'Y2) ~ ~~2(xl,X2;Yl'Y2) for all x e [xl ,x2] . 

Moreover, a result similar to Lemma 3 can be obtained in which the roles of 

x and yare interchanged and ~ is substituted for <p. 

6. 	 Completing the Proof of the Proposition 

Now we are able to complete the proof. Assume that g and h satisfy 

the premise of the Proposition, and assume that ~f2 is not identically equal 

to O. By the construction of Section 4, we can modify g and h such that the 

premise is still satisfied, ~i2 is not changed, and the resulting g is 

.J .... ,y.j. 
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continuous. Therefore, there is no loss of generality in assuming that g 

is continuous. 
I I 

Find numbers xl,xl £ X and Yl'Yl £ Y such that xl ~ xl' Yl ~Yl' and 


9 I. I _ 9 I. I •


6l2(xl,Xl'Yl'Yl) ~ O. Let a - 6l2(xl,Xl'Yl'Yl) and assume a > 0, the case 

a < 0 is similar. 

Consider 6f2(xl ,X;Yl'Y~) as a function of x. The function is continuous, 

and the value is 0 for x = xl and a for x = xl' But the function is not 

necessarily monotone or lIalmost monotone ll ; the value may 90 below 0 and above 
I 

a for x between xl and xl' Let x2 be the largest value of x in this inter

val for which the function has value 0; this is well defined by continuity. 
I I 

Moreover, let x2 be the smallest value of x in the interval [x2 ,xl ] for 

which the function has value a. Then the function will be almost monotone, 
I 

in the sense of Lemma 3, on [x2,x2]' Formally, define 

I 

.= sup{xlx ~ xl 
I 

and 6
9 
12(x l ,x;Yl'Yl) ~ O}x2 

and 

. 9 I 

x = lnf{xlx ~ and 6l2 (xl ,X;Yl ,y,) ~ a}2 x2 

These definitions and additivity of the function 6f2 give 

(22) Xl ~ ~ ~ xlx2 x2 

and 

I9 . I 9 I • I _

(23) o < 6'2(x2,X'Y"Yl) ~ A12(x2,x2'Y"Yl) - a for all X £ [x2,x2] 
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I 

Now we consider flf2(x 2,x2;Yl'y) as a function of y and go through the 

same argument. That is, we define 

, 
I 

Y2 = sup{y/y 2. Yl and fl
g 
12 (x2,x2;Yl ,y) < O} 

and 

Y2 = inf{y/y ~Y2 and flf2(X2'X~;Yl'Y) > a} 

These definitions imply 

Yl '::Y2 2. Y2 '::Yl 

and 

g g' . I _ 
I 

(24) o 2. fl12 (x2,x2
I. 

'Y2'Y) 2. fl12 (x2,x2'Y2'Y2) - a for all Y E [Y2'Y2J• 

I I 

We construct x3 and x3' Y3 and Y3' x4 and x4' etc., in the same way. 

Formulas similar to (22) will hold, and they show that xi is a non-decreasing 

sequence which is bounded from above. Hence it converges; let the limit be 

XO' The sequence xi converges for similar reasons, and its limit Xo satisfies 
I I 

Xo 2. xo· In the same way, we define Yo = ~im Yi and yO = ~im Yi and get 
,~ ,~ 

yo 2. yO' The function fl~2 is continuous in its four arguments. Hence (23) 

and corresponding formulas imply 

g I I 

(25) fl12(xO'xO;YO'YO) = a > 0 

I I 

(This immediately rules out the possibility Xo = Xo or Yo = yO') The same 

formulas also give 

""",'·f.l;i . 
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gIg , ,I 

o < 6l2 (XO'X;yo'YO) ~ 6l2 (xO'xO;yo'YO) for all x £ [xO,xOJ. 

I 

By Lemma 3, there must exist an Xl £ [xO'xO] such that 

h'. '_ I 9 •(26) 6l2 {XO'XO'yo'YO) - ~(x )6l2 (XO'xO
I.'Yo'YO) 

From (24) and similar formulas, and by using Lemma 3 with x and y inter-
I 

changed, we can conclude that there exists a y' £ [yo,yO] such that 

hi. _ ,g • . II 

(27) 6l2 (xO'XO'yo'yo) - ~(y )6l2 (xO'XO'yo'YO) 

Equations (25) - (27) provide a contradiction, since ~(Xl) r ~(y'). 

So far we have proved that if the premise of the Proposition holds, 

then 6r2 is identically O. We have earlier seen that this implies additive 

separability of g. Concerning h, fix any numbers Yl'Y2 £ Y and define 

u(x) = g(x'Yl) 

u*(x) = g(x'Y2) 

v(x) = h{x'Yl) 

v*(x) = h(x'Y2) 

Then (1) implies that (4) holds for u and v, and that (4) also holds if u* 

and v* are substituted for u and v. By additive separability of g, 6u =6u*. 

Hence (4) holds if u is kept unchanged and v* is substituted for v. Lemma 1 

can be applied. The conclusion of that lemma implies 6v = 6v*, which gives 

6~2(xl'X2;Yl 'Y2) = 0 for any Xl and x2. Additive separability of h follows. 

The proof of the Proposition is complete. 

:.,' . 
';"'. 
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7. Relaxing the Monotonicity Assumptions 

Suppose that 9 and h satisfy the premise of the Proposition, except 

that g(x,y) and h(x,y) are non-increasing (instead of non-decreasing) in x 

for every y. Then the proof of the Proposition can be carried through with 

insignificant changes. The same is true if g(x,y) is non-decreasing in x 

for every y while h(x,y) is non-increasing in x for every y. (In the latter 

case, the assumption (1) will require that ¢ have non-positive values, pro

vided that g(x,y) is strictly increasing in x.) 

Similar remarks will of course apply with x and y interchanged. 

Hence it is sufficient to assume that g and h are monotone in each 

variable, and that g(x,y), as a function of x, moves in the same direction 

for all y, and similarly for the other variable and for the function h. One 

could ask whether this condition can be weakened further. The answer is yes. 

For one thing, if g is continuous, no monotonicity assumption is required at 

all. (This is clear from the relevant parts of the proof; monotonicity is 

only used in Sections 3 and 4 to eliminate discontinuities.) In order to 

apply the constructions of the first part of Section 3, we must at least 

assume that g(x,y), as a function of x, is of bounded variation. In fact, 

this assumption is almost sufficient. Suppose that it is satisfied, and 

suppose that ¢ is strictly increasing. Except for certain special cases, if 

g is not monotone in x, (1) cannot be satisfied by any function h. Hence 

the Proposition holds vacuously. (If ¢ is constant on an interval, the 

Proposition is easily proved from Lemma 2.) We will not go into detail con

cerning the "special cases"; the Proposition extended to monotone g and h, 

as described above, is sufficiently general for our purpose. 
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Finally, suppose that ~ or ~ is non-increasing. Again, the proof 

applies essentially without change. (Monotonicity of ~ is only used in 

the proof of Lemma 3.) 

8. Functions Defined on More General Domains 

The Proposition assumes that the functions g and h are defined on a 

rectangle XxV. This is unnecessarily restrictive. 

Let 5 be an open and convex subset of the Euclidean plane. Let ~ and 

~ be non-decreasing and continuously differentiable functions defined on 

intervals of the real line, such that ~(x) is defined whenever there exists 

a y with (x,y) £ 5, while ~(y) is defined whenever there exists an x with 

(x,y) £ 5. Assume that (x,y) '£ 5 implies ~(x) ~ ~(y). (We need not assume 

~(x) ~ ~(y) for all values of x and y for which these numbers are defined, 

but only for pairs which belong to 5.) Let 9 and h be defined on 5 and 

satisfy the premise of the Proposition. It should be clear what this means. 

For example, for any y, g(x,y) is non-decreasing in x on the set {xl(x,y) £ 5}, 

and (1) holds whenever (xl,y) £ 5 and (x2,y) £ 5. Then the conclusion of 

the Proposition will hold, that is, hand g are additively separable. 

To prove this, let (xo,yO) £ 5 be an arbitrary but fixed reference point. 

For any (x,y) £ 5, find a "path" in 5 from (xo,yO) to (x,y) consisting of 

a finite number of horizontal and vertical line segments. That is, find 

numbers xl ,x2, .. ·,xn and Yl""'Yn such that (xn'Yn) = (x,y), and 

(xi'Yi-l) £ Sand (xi,y;) £ S for i = 1, ... ,n. 5ince 5 is open and convex, 

it is always possible to find such a path, and it is also possible to choose 
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the path such that the sequences xO,xl, ... ,xn and yO'yl •.•.•yn are mono

tone. (Let £ > 0 be such that the £-neighborhoods around (xo,yO) and (x,y) 

are contained in S. For any point on the straight line from (xO.yO) to 

(x,y), the £-neighborhood around that point will also be contained in S. 

A path can clearly be found which never is farther than £ away from this 

line.) Define 

n 9 
o = .L fll(xi-l'xi;Yi_l)x 

1=1 

n 
0y = .L fl~(Xi;Yi_l'Yi)

1=1 

As the expressions are given here, Ox and ° may depend not only on the 
y . 

point (x,y) but also on the path. We shall prove, however, that Ox is a 

function only of x, not of y and not of the path. By a similar argument, 

0y depends only on y. The definitions give 

g(x,y) = g(xo'YO) + Ox + 0y 

which proves that g ;s additively separable. The argument is similar for 

the function h. 

The proof that Ox depends only on x remains. Let (x,y') £ S be another 
, I , I 

point. and let xl , ... ,xn' and Yl""'Yn' represent a path from (xo,yO) to 

(x,y'). Both the possibilities y' =y and y' i yare covered here. Now 

define 

n I , 'I 

.L fl~(xi_1,Xi;Yi_l)°x = 1=1 

'I 
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I 

We must prove that ° = O. let z satisfy x. 1 < z < x.. We add new segx x 1- - - 1 

ments, given by the number z and Yi-l' to the path from (xo,yo) to (x,y), 

such that the sequences defining the path become xl, ... ,xi_1,z,xi, ..• ,xn 

and Yl"" 'Yi-l'Yi-l'Yi"" 'Yn' This amounts to cutting the horizontal 

line segment from (x i -1'Y i -1) to (xi'Yi-l) in two pieces, and adding a 

vertical segment of length 0 at (z,y. 1)' This operation will not change
1

the sum which defines ox' By adding points in this way in both the paths, 
I 

we can assume that n = nl and xi = xi for i = 1, ... ,n. For any i, let X 

be the interval with endpoints xi _1 and xi' and let V be the interval with 
I 

endpoints y. 1 and y. l' The corners of the rectangle XxV all belong to 5, 
1- 1

hence XxV ~ 5 by convexity. On the set XxV, all the assumptions of the 

Proposition are satisfied. Therefore, g is additively separable on that set, 

which implies 

b"g,(x. l'x.;y. 1) = b"
g
l(x. l'x.;/ 1)1- 1 1- 1- 1 1

5ince this holds for all i, we get Ox = ° , The proof is complete.x 

The condition that 5 is convex is necessary. We need not, however, 

assume that 5 is open. The proof that Ox only depends on x never uses this 

condition. But we did use it to prove that there always exists a path of the 

required type from (xo,YO) to (x,y). In order to remove the condition, define 

50 = {(x,y)I(x,y) E 5 and there exists an Xl f x with 

(xl,y) E 5L 
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That is, if a straight line parallel to the x-axis intersects S in exactly 

one point, we eliminate that point from S. So is convex, and in So paths 

can be constructed and the argument above can be applied. Hence g and h 

are additively separable on SO' For any point (x,y) £ S \ SO' we can 

define g2(y) and h2(y) such that the conclusion of the Proposition becomes 

true, since there is no point (xl,y) £ S with Xl f x which can cause 

problems. (Note that So may be empty, but that does not create difficulties.) 

~. ,. ,I."',' ". .. , .' . ., I' . 
;, .," 


